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Mr. Begor:
I am alarmed at recent news reporting that for potentially millions of consumers, your
company provided inaccurate credit scores to numerous financial institutions relating to their credit
applications. 1 The report quotes another Equifax executive, who said, “[I]nitial analysis indicates
that only a small number of them may have received a different credit decision.” 2 You were quoted
in the story to have said, “The impact is going to be quite small, not something that’s meaningful
to Equifax.” 3 While I sincerely hope Equifax’s error impacted very few consumers, I am less
interested in how these inaccuracies will effect Equifax and remain very concerned that this error
likely resulted in economic injury and otherwise harmed consumers who may have been denied
credit when they needed it or are now paying higher interest rates on loans than they are entitled
to based on their actual credit scores when they applied.
Moreover, this incident comes five years after your company announced one of the largest
data breaches in the history of our country, exposing the personal information of more than 147
million individuals, which I invited you to testify before the House Financial Services Committee
in 2019 to discuss. 4 That incident, along with this recent episode and a litany of research, studies,
and testimony demonstrating how broken our consumer credit reporting system is, all underscore
the urgent need for CFPB and Congress to strengthen consumer protections in this area. 5
To better inform our efforts, please provide detailed written responses to the following
questions:
1. Please describe how Equifax produced erroneous credit scores, when was the issue
discovered, and how was the issue fixed?
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2. Has this kind of issue happened before, resulting in any errors with respect to credit reports
and/or credit scores your company provides to consumers and companies?
3. What steps has your company taken to ensure this issue does not happen again?
4. Which government agencies did you notify, if any, and when did you do so?
5. Have you identified all affected consumers that were adversely impacted, and have you
notified them and any financial institution they were working with?
6. How many and what types of financial institutions received the inaccurate credit scores?
7. What is the total number of consumers who were harmed by inaccurate credit scores
provided by your company, particularly those consumers who were provided a score that
was lower than their actual credit score?
8. Among those consumers who were incorrectly evaluated for a loan as a result of an
inaccurate score, please describe what you have learned from financial institutions that
utilized your company’s inaccurate scores, including the outcomes that those consumers
experienced. Specifically:
a. How many consumers were denied credit based on your company’s inaccurate
score?
b. How many consumers were required to pay a higher interest rate on their loan?
9. How are you fully remediating all harmed consumers who were denied credit based on
their faulty score, or are paying higher interest rates than they otherwise would have
qualified for? Specifically:
a. Are you providing monetary compensation to harmed consumers? If so, please
describe.
b. Are you working with financial institutions to ensure each harmed consumer has
their loan modified reflecting the interest rate they qualified for based on their
accurate credit score? If so, please describe.
c. Are you working with financial institutions to ensure each harmed consumer that
was denied credit is offered credit based on what they qualified for at the time if
their accurate credit score was utilized? If so, please describe.
10. On what date will all harmed consumers be notified and made whole?
I demand your prompt attention to this matter, and that you provide detailed, written
responses to my questions no later than August 16, 2022. Based on your initial actions in response
to this matter, I am deeply concerned not all harmed consumers will be promptly identified,
notified, and made whole.
Therefore, I fully intend to utilize all tools available to me as Chairwoman of the House
Financial Services Committee to ensure harmed consumers are promptly made whole and to ensure
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consumers do not continue to get abused and harmed by our broken consumer credit reporting
system going forward.
Sincerely,

MAXINE WATERS
Chairwoman
CC: The Honorable Patrick McHenry
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